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ABSTRACT Unusual performances of metamaterials such as negative index of refraction, memory effect, and cloaking originate

from the resonance features of the metallic composite atom1-6. Indeed, control of metamaterial properties by changing dielectric

environments of thin films below the metallic resonators has been demonstrated7-11. However, the dynamic control ranges are still

limited to less than a factor of 10,7-11 with the applicable bandwidth defined by the sharp resonance features. Here, we present

ultra-broad-band metamaterial thin film with colossal dynamic control range, fulfilling present day research demands. Hybridized

with thin VO2 (vanadium dioxide)12-18 films, nanoresonator supercell arrays designed for one decade of spectral width in terahertz

frequency region show an unprecedented extinction ratio of over 10000 when the underlying thin film experiences a phase transition.

Our nanoresonator approach realizes the full potential of the thin film technology for long wavelength applications.
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T
hin layers of semiconductors,19 superconductors,20

correlated electron systems,21 and polymers22 are the

core elements of modern science and technology.

The dielectric properties of these thin films, actively change-

able by optical,9,10,23,24 electrical,8 or thermal20 means,

with7,8 or without lateral patterns,25 are used to control

technologically important terahertz (THz) electromagnetic

waves.26-34 For instance, a dynamic range of up to 107,8

has been realized in metamaterial devices on semiconductor

substrate whose dielectric properties are controlled by volt-

age. These attempts, however, are met with only partial

success because thin films of λ/100 ∼ λ/100000 thicknesses

tend to be transparent to electromagnetic waves. In the limit

of vanishingly small optical thickness, nearly constructive

multiple interference35 tends transmittance toward unity

causing the thin film to be essentially invisible, making

complete extinction nearly impossible even when the di-

electric constants become very large. For example, the

dramatic change in dielectric constant in VO2 at 1 THz, from

order of 1 to order of 10000, when used to control terahertz

electromagnetic wave transmission, results in only a 20%

change for a λ/15000 (20 nm) thick film.15

Clearly, we need a new scheme to boost the dynamic

range of the control despite the limit posed by the huge

disparity between terahertz wavelength and thickness of the

film, to take full advantage of the opportunity offered by

phase transition materials.13-17 Can we translate, say, the

4 orders of magnitudes change in dielectric constant associ-

ated with VO2 phase transition, into the same 4 orders of

magnitude change in extinction, thereby enabling the nano-

scale thin film technology to fully enter into the long-

wavelength applications? Our strategy is to add a nanostruc-

ture pattern, an array of nano slot antennas in a gold layer

on top of the VO2 thin film (Figure 1a). For the insulating

VO2, a rectangular hole in a gold coating acts as a slot

antenna at resonance that receives nearby electromagnetic

waves and funnels them into the other side of the slot.36-40

Therefore, the sample, when the VO2 film is insulating, is

essentially transparent to the incoming terahertz waves at

resonance because the antenna is at an on state (Figure 1b).

In stark contrast to the insulating state, when the film

undergoes phase transition, the nano slot antenna no longer

operates (off state), and therefore simple reflection occurs

throughout the metallic part of the sample, leaving very

small transmittance defined by the coverage.

We pattern rectangular hole arrays of length L and width

w by electron beam lithography using a negative photoresist.

The virgin sample prior to nanopatterning consists of a 100

nm thick VO2 film deposited on a 430 µm thick sapphire

substrate via reactive rf-magnetron sputtering.13 The rect-

angle arrays with widths of 27 µm, 1 µm, and 450 nm,
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respectively, and periods of 100, 100, and 30 µm, respec-

tively, were fabricated on 100 nm thick gold deposited on

VO2/Al2O3 substrate, with fixed L ) 150 µm. The rectangle

array/VO2 samples are mounted on a temperature-controlled

stage. An ultra-broad-band slot antenna array, which we will

discuss in later, is fabricated with the same method. The

dimension of the antenna array is described in Figure 3.

The most straightforward method of examining our tera-

hertz nano metamaterial performance is to measure trans-

mission using the time domain terahertz spectro-

scopy.29,33,41-43 We used a single-cycle terahertz source

generated from a 2 kV/cm biased semi-insulating GaAs

emitter illuminated by a femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser pulse

train of wavelength 780 nm, 76 MHz repetition rate, and 150

fs pulse width, to perform terahertz time-domain spectros-

copy.33 The p-polarized terahertz pulses with polarization

perpendicular to the long axes of rectangles are incident on

the sample. An electro-optic sampling method was used to

detect the transmitted terahertz waves in time domain, in

which an optical probe pulse undergoes a slight polarization

rotation by the synchronized terahertz beam in a (110)

oriented ZnTe crystal, detecting the horizontal electric field.

Figure 2a compares time-domain transmission signals of

the unpatterned (top), micropatterned (middle, width w )

27 µm), and nanopatterned (bottom; w ) 450 nm) samples

before (blue lines, 305 K) and after (red lines, 375 K)

insulator-to-metal phase transition, for a fixed antenna

length L ) 150 µm. For the unpatterned sample, the peak

transmission at metallic phase is about 30% that of the

insulator phase and the single-cycle nature of the terahertz

pulse remains largely intact, indicating no resonance of the

material system before and after phase transition (Figure 2a,

top). For the micropatterned sample, the transmitted signal

at the insulator phase is quasi-periodic, reflecting a well-

defined resonance in the spectral domain. Raising the tem-

perature all the way to the metallic still does not turn off

transmission completely, leaving about 30% of amplitude

at the peak (Figure 2a, middle). The nanopatterned sample

again displays a quasi-periodic waveform when the film is

in the insulating phase, with its amplitude similar to that of

the micropatterned sample. Strikingly, for the nanopat-

terned sample, the transmission is turned off completely

when phase turns metallic (Figure 2a, bottom).

Comparing Fourier-transformed transmission spectra for

the w ) 27 µm sample (Figure 2b) and 450 nm width sample

(Figure 2c) helps identify, at least qualitatively, why the

nanopatterned case gives rise to so much extinction with

increasing temperature and phase transition. Initially, at

lower temperature, both micro- and nanopatterned samples

retain resonant spectral characteristics albeit showing small

FIGURE 1. Schematic fabrication procedure of gold micro and nano
slot antennas attached to VO2 thin film and temperature-controlled
terahertz resonant switching device. (a) The micro- and nanoanten-
nas are fabricated by using negative type of photoresist patterning
(left). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a nanoantenna
pattern sample (30 µm period, 150 µm length, 450 nm width) (right).
(b) Phase transition diagram of the nanopatterned VO2 thin film as
a function of temperature, seen through transmission. While the
nanoantenna patterned on the insulating VO2 thin film colored by
blue is almost transparent to the resonant terahertz electromagnetic
wave, in the metallic state colored by red it is completely opaque
to the same incident wave due to drastically enhanced extinction.

FIGURE 2. Temperature-dependent transmittance curves of tera-
hertz metamaterials. (a) Time-domain transmitted field amplitude
signals for the unpatterned (top), micropatterned (middle, w ) 27
µm), and nanopatterned (bottom, w ) 450 nm) samples before (blue
lines, 305 K) and after (red lines, 375 K) insulator-to-metal phase
transition. The logarithmic plot for temperature-dependent trans-
mittance spectra of the terahertz wave through the (b) 27 µm and
(c) 450 nm width antenna array on the VO2 film are shown. (d)
Temperature-dependent hysteresis curves of a bare VO2 thin film
(gray diamonds), 27 µm (orange squares), 1 µm (blue diamonds),
and 450 nm (red circles) width antenna array on the VO2 film. The
length is fixed to 150 µm (the resonance peak at 0.4 THz), and
periods for row and column are 100 and 30 µm, respectively. Each
hysteresis curve is measured at the resonance frequency 0.4 THz.
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shifts toward lower frequencies with increasing temperature.

At higher temperature, the micropatterned sample still

maintains a resonant character and the transmitted intensity

saturates at about 10% that of the initial one. The micro-

patterned sample is in addition affected by the sapphire

substrate below the metallic phase, forming an averaged,

albeit weak, resonance. In stark contrast, the nanopatterned

sample allows the extinction to fall by another 2 orders of

magnitudes, almost to the noise level over the whole spectral

band. This colossal extinction results from the drastic change

in the dielectric environment, which disables resonant

electromagnetic wave funneling through the antenna at the

observed frequency range. The shutting-off of the antenna

can be visualized when we examine the enhanced current

flowing beneath the resonator, as the substrate turns metal-

lic (see Supporting Information for further detail).

We now discuss hysteresis curves at the resonant fre-

quency formed by a complete heating and cooling circle, for

bare, micropatterned, and nanopatterned samples. Since an

ideal hysteresis curve with huge modulation ratio at a sharply

defined critical input can form the basis of bistable switching

systems,44 identifying possible advantages of nanopattern-

ing regarding hysteresis has technological implications.

Displayed in Figure 2d are hysteresis curves for transmission

at 0.4 THz for bare, w ) 27 µm, w ) 1 µm, and w ) 450

nm patterned samples, respectively, as a function of tem-

perature. Both bare and micropatterned samples display

hysteresis curves with only one-order of transmission de-

crease. Striking changes in the hysteresis curves are seen

for the 1 µm and 450 nm width cases, not only in terms of

the enhanced dynamic range discussed earlier but also in

terms of the apparent shift of the hysteresis curve toward

lower temperature. This shift does not reflect the intrinsic

property change of VO2. Rather, it is caused by the nano-

patterned sample being more sensitive to smaller changes

in the dielectric constant of VO2 compared with bulk sample,

because of the lack of the thin film interference effect.

Having demonstrated that the nanoantenna array with

a single antenna per unit cell enables orders of magnitudes

larger extinction as a function of temperature, we proceed

to investigate the case of multiantennas per unit cell,

constructed with coupled antennas of different lengths

(Figure 3a), inspired by log-periodic antennas.45 Our

design for broad band performance is expected to maxi-

mize the spectral width while still retaining excellent

extinction ratio.46 Each unit cell of 40 µm width is

composed of ten 350 nm width nano slot antennas with

four different lengths from 50 to 200 µm (Figure 3a). It

should be stressed that having such a large number of

antennas per unit cell, still with a very small coverage of

only 3.5%, is possible because we pattern with nanoscale

widths.

The transmission spectrum for insulating VO2 indeed

shows an ultra-broad-band spectrum of over 1 decade

covering between 0.2 and 2 THz, meeting our expectation

(Figure 3b, blue line). When the underlying film is in the

metallic state, transmission is successfully suppressed over

the whole spectrum (Figure 3b), with the extinction ratio

reaching up to 1000 to 1. In analogy with log periodic

antennas, the strong interantenna interaction facilitated by

close-packing within the supercell is responsible for this

ultra-broad-band performance. Furthermore, the subwave-

length supercell period of choice, 40 µm, pushes the Ray-

leigh minima out of our spectral range of 0.2-2 THz.

In conclusion, we demonstrate metamaterials having

ultrabroad frequency response of over 1 decade, with orders

of magnitudes increased control dynamic range of 1000, up

to 10000. This new class of nano-resonator-based metama-

terial transforms itself from virtually transparent to com-

pletely opaque with increasing temperature, achieving func-

tionalities totally different from the simple response sum of

metal and VO2 thin film against the stimulus, eliminating the

multiple interference problem that has plagued thin film

application to long wavelength regime. Two of the most

important demands for present metamaterials research, that

is, ultra-broad-band operation and full transmission/extinc-

tion control, are successfully met in our terahertz nanoreso-

nator metamaterial. Our structure enables nanoscale thin

film technology to fully enter into long wavelength domain,

and we foresee a wide range of applications in areas where

FIGURE 3. Ultra-broad-band active metamaterial at terahertz frequencies. (a) Schematics for broad-band gold resonator patterns on a VO2

thin film (left). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a nanoresonator pattern sample (350 nm width and 50, 65, 100, and 200 µm
lengths with 3, 7, 13 µm separations, respectively). (b) The logarithmic plot for transmittances of the ultra-broad-band resonator on VO2 film
at the frequency of 0.2-2.0 THz for 305 K (blue lines) and 375 K (red lines).
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perfect modulation, giant nonlinearity, switching, filtering,

and active intelligent Fourier engineering in broad far-IR

bands are desired.
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